POWERVAR earns OSHPD Seismic Certifications – April 25th, 2013
POWERVAR, one of the most respected providers of power conditioning technology in the
world, currently offers solutions to organizations looking to protect their critical hardware
and sensitive information from electrical disruptions and seismic activity will not get in the
way. Their Security Plus and 3200 Series lines of Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS)
have passed rigorous International Building Code seismic rating testing. The state-of-the-art
power conditioning units are certified to remain operational and provide steady power in
the event of an earthquake.
Features of the Security Plus Series UPS include:





System corrects input power factor to near unity, an industry-best .99
Static bypass switch allows devices to remain operational in the event of extreme
inrush currents
Low input THDi
0.9 output power factor

The 3200 Series Three-Phase UPS features include:




Industry-leading inrush current capability can withstand up to 300 percent
Extremely high efficiency rate can reach up to 93 percent
Contains the widest input range in the industry

Despite commonly held misconceptions, seismic activity can affect any region of the United
States. While the West Coast has experienced many notorious earthquakes, the Midwest and
Mid-Atlantic regions are also highly susceptible to seismic activity. Today, workers began
the arduous process of restoring the Washington Monument after it incurred damage from
an earthquake that occurred 18 months ago. However, seismic activity can cause much
more harm to enterprises than structural damage alone. Even small tremors can interrupt
electrical fluctuations and take critical machinery offline. For enterprises which depend on
the reliable operation of their hardware, from commercial businesses to medical facilities,
protection from seismic activity is essential. With POWERVAR's first-rate power
conditioning products employed, enterprises can be sure their sensitive operations will
continue running unabated. Driven by its ABCs of Power Conditioning philosophy,
POWERVAR has over 25 years of experience providing the power quality solutions that
match clients' specific needs.

(Watch the video – Click here)
About POWERVAR
POWERVAR is a global provider of power management systems, headquartered in
Waukegan, Illinois, with international sales and service offices in United Kingdom, Canada,
Germany and Mexico. The company's primary products include transformer-based power

conditioners and uninterruptible power supplies (UPS), which support a plethora of diverse
vertical markets.
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